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Part 1: Purpose

T

his plan was produced to enable Exostrategies to use a well identified communications
strategy supported by public relations research and current marketing trends to reach
identified target audiences and to achieve branding. (See Part 3)

Information contained in this plan can be used for:
•

A report to be included in business strategic plans and resourcing opportunities
(attracting investors and business loans).

•

A roadmap to establish the Exostrategies brand and tagline throughout the market area.

Perini & Associates, a full-service public relations firm, in coordination with Exostrategies leadership,
developed this plan. See Appendix 3 for list of contacts (interested parties).
Key assumptions:


Unite Around One Brand and Marketing Message. The Company has identified a lack of
unity around a central brand and marketing message for space/intelligence (Intel)
infrastructure professionals, federal agencies, commercial vendors and other target
audiences.



At the center. Create a new brand and tagline that positions Exostrategies at the center
of a unique and much needed niche market of space and intelligence operations
infrastructure information and solution options.



Create a compelling marketing campaign to support the brand. Create a new, fresh and
clever marketing campaign that supports Exostrategies’ new brand and tagline, and is
versatile enough to meet the identified marketing plan goals.

Vision from company leadership used in focusing the marketing approach overall:
•

“Government sector; Boutique; take advantage of skills”

•

“My job is to support – want to succeed but not at all costs”

•

“Remain small, agile – a company that can adapt”

•

“Be trusted architects of critical infrastructure for space”

•

“We have to be brave; buy down the risk?”

•

“Sell licenses; teach courses; have customers return for services”
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Mission Statement
The intent of this plan is to provide a comprehensive roadmap that can be used to accomplish
two key requirements:
1. Build recognition for Exostrategies’ myriad amenities and make it the preferred choice for
government, commercial and international users of critical infrastructure of space and
intelligence operations. Make Exostrategies a “household” name.
2. Be a resource for ideas, information, products and services with a target to generate business
and thus revenue for the company.
In research and company discussions, agreement was reached both to identify needs and
develop a unified brand with more strategic marketing efforts to reach target audiences.
A clear objective: there is an opportunity to market better. This objective became even clearer
during face-to-face discussions with Exostrategies which faces economic challenges driving the
urgency to move critical infrastructure for space and intelligence operations into hands of
government agencies and commercial businesses through a well orchestrated strategy based
on a comprehensive marketing plan followed up with an aggressive business development
approach.
As a result of the discussions, these elements or key “nuggets” emerged from interested parties as
the strongest assets of Exostrategies:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Unique product and service architectural diagnosis (For example: No one codes
modeling and simulation for space/intel infrastructure like Exostrategies)
Product quality -- well above the current standard in space/intel infrastructure information
systems; internationally certified and unbiased source
Ability to enable both government and commercial professionals to quickly find
information in a user-friendly format to make the best decisions about critical space
architecture.
Location for “the” web-based solution
Industry professionals have had positive comments with regards to products and services
Connections that can be leveraged
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Part 2: Marketing Situational Analysis

T

he recession has challenged the industry, with government agencies and commercial
vendors cutting back on contracts for space-related products and services. However, with
the economy on the mend, companies in the space and intelligence operations arena will
experience growth again, possibly aided by a new administration and a rise in critical space
requirements in general that have been on hold in recent years.
Exostrategies can benefit from this new business backdrop by taking advantage of growing
interest in creative solutions to challenging problems by a stronger brand in the marketplace and
an aggressive business development outreach program. Sure, there will be operations,
marketing and sales, finance, and IT challenges, however, the leadership says they are “Up to
the task!”
Keys for PR/marketing success will be consistent themes and messaging across the business
reinforced by actual customer or “buyer” experiences.
Here is a snapshot of where Exostrategies stood in the space and intelligence community at the
time this plan was developed:
About Exostrategies: Exostrategies is a professional services company that works primarily for
customers involved in the exploration and exploitation of space.
The owners are committed to providing a positive experience for customers in the space and
intelligence operations infrastructure industry. This is really the company guarantee.
The company maintains broad expertise in the fields of space operations, human space systems,
and remote sensing technologies.
Exostrategies Quick facts (Additional detail at Appendix 1:
• Currently, the U.S. military and aerospace defense companies use Exostrategies products
and services.
•

The company focuses primarily on mission operations with an emphasis on:
o Communications systems and technologies
o Remote sensing for earth data resource management, climatology, and
operational weather
o Vehicle processing and launch infrastructure
o Satellite telemetry, tracking, commanding, and communications network
architectures
o Payload data processing, management, distribution, and archive
o In-situ risk and hazard identification and mitigation
o Space environment
o Supply chain management
o Life cycle cost estimation
o Federal system budget development

•

Projected revenues based on expectations for 2013 range from $4.8M to $14.8M by 2016
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•

Services:
o Architecture Design and Analysis
o Business Development Strategy and support
o Management Consulting
o Planning and Program Management
o Modeling and Simulation

Find more at: http://www.exostrategies.com

Facts and Figures/ U.S. Space Industry
The following research should be integrated into themes and messaging across marketing tools,
programs and products as deemed appropriate.
“The present extent of U.S. dependence on space, the rapid pace at which this dependence is
increasing, and the vulnerabilities it creates, all demand that U.S. national security space interests
be recognized as a top national security priority,” according to the Report of the Commission to
Assess United States National Security Space Management and Organization.
As far back as 2002, with the final report released by the “Commission On The Future of the
United States Aerospace Industry,” the nation would continue to benefit from investing in space
related activities to ensure our nation’s freedom, quality of life and economic benefits and
scientific discovery.
“While the nation’s defense industrial base is strong today, the nation is at risk in the future
if the United States continues to proceed without a policy that supports essential
aerospace capabilities.”
The authors of the report also recommended that the nation maintain and enhance critical
national infrastructure relating to space. “…critical design capabilities, space launch facilities,
critical research, development…”
The 2010 Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) study “National Security and the
Commercial Space Sector,” reported the following findings about the U.S. space sector:
1. Space is critically important to U.S. national security. From command and control
to communications and intelligence gathering to weapons targeting, space systems
today are a key element of U.S. national security. Space systems are increasingly
important for monitoring potential threats, managing military forces, and carrying
out combat operations.
2. Space is an essential dimension of the U.S. economy. Many space technologies
have reached such a level of maturity that some of their applications, such as
telecommunications, automatic teller machines (ATMs), meteorology, navigation,
stock market data, and transport control, are now an integral part of the daily lives
of millions of U.S. citizens.
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3. Global leadership in space for the United States is important. It provides
decision-makers with critical intelligence, warfighters with a technological
advantage on the battlefield, and citizens with services upon which they have come
to depend. Furthermore, leadership in space contributes to U.S. soft power and
prestige on the international stage.
4. Sustaining U.S. technological superiority in space is a U.S. national security
interest. It is impossible to imagine achieving this superiority while relying
primarily on foreign capabilities. Given the importance of space assets to national
security, it is imperative that U.S. technical superiority in space be “home grown.”
5. All of the segments of the U.S. space community are highly interdependent. As
demonstrated in Figure 1.1, the defense, intelligence, civil, and commercial sectors
of space overlap in many critical areas. This means that damage to any one of these
sectors reverberates through all the others.
6. A strong space industrial base is important. While the Cold War era was
characterized by mostly military activity in space, the post-Cold War era has seen a
surge in the private sector’s involvement in space activities. Today, when space based
capabilities are increasingly important for national security and the economy, government
agencies worldwide are contracting space programs and services out to
the private sector.
7. In addition to its critical role in providing systems and services to government, the
space industry – though small compared to other manufacturing sectors – possesses
strategic significance beyond its size. By generating knowledge and innovation, and
by establishing new companies based on that information, the U.S. space industrial
base is an important element of national security and in generating the nation’s
economic growth.
8. The U.S. must have unimpeded access to the technologies, both global and
domestic, that are needed for developing, operating, and maintaining national
security space systems. Though some – possibly most – of these technologies can
be provided by the domestic science, technology and industrial bases, others,
including critical systems, sub-systems and components, may only be available overseas.
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In defining his vision for the next phase of U.S. space activities, President Barack Obama stated
that space “is not a luxury, it’s not an afterthought in America’s quest for brighter future. It is an
essential part of that quest.”
Fast forward to 2012 and we still see a call for investment in space but much work remains to
invigorate and sustain America’s space capabilities.
Services provided by the commercial and federal space sector is thoroughly embedded in the
American “way of life.” Communications, banking, weather, navigation, national security and
intelligence all rely on the space sector.
However, many government and industry sources have raised deep concerns related to the U.S.
space sector. Therefore, having a robust and trusted architecture, work done in part by
Exostrategies and others, for our Nation’s critical infrastructure for space and intelligence
operations is imperative.
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This chart, from the 2011 National Security Space Strategy, shows the number of nations and
government consortia operating in space.

Turning to Colorado
Colorado has a strong aerospace, satellite and space industry, with more than 100 companies
engaged in the research, development and production of a wide variety of products and
systems for commercial, military and space applications. The state ranks second in the United
States for private aerospace employment concentration and is home to the nation's third largest
space economy, providing the support, resources and workforce to promote innovation and
industry leadership.
Colorado's Front Range is also a unique military community hosting numerous distinct and
complimentary military missions and headquarters functions on multiple installations: United States
Northern Command, North American Aerospace Defense Command, Cheyenne Mountain
Directorate, Air Force Space Command, U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command/Army
Forces Strategic Command, Buckley Air Force Base, Fort Carson, Peterson Air Force Base,
Schriever Air Force Base and the United States Air Force Academy.
In November of 2011, Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper unveiled a plan to construct a
spaceport near Front Range Airport in Watkins, Colorado. The spaceport complements – and
competes with – similar spaceport concepts in New Mexico, Florida, Texas, and elsewhere.
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Advantages include close proximity to DIA, which already offers direct national and international
flights for the teeming hordes of year-round Colorado tourists. Spaceports require remote
locations, for obvious reasons, but Spaceport Colorado would offer tourists convenient access
and comfortable accommodations – a significant competitive advantage.
NASA’s partnership with the Colorado Association for Manufacturing and Technology (CAMT)
good be a business development to take advantage of. Who knew a Colorado group like CAMT
could support local spaceflight companies? 2011 saw the partnership move closer to maturity,
with several Colorado spaceflight companies learning more and cautiously working through
CAMT to support other local space hardware vendors. While loaded with potential, details of the
CAMT-NASA partnership remain obscure. Most recent headlines involve drama in selecting a site
for the partnership’s ACE Manufacturing and Innovation Park.
Finally, The specter of $500 billion in automatic defense cuts beginning next year hangs heavily
over the country's aerospace industry — and particularly so in Colorado, which again ranks
second nationally in aerospace employment and has four military commands.

Marketing Trends
•

Convergence is everywhere. It’s easier than ever to reach a large audience, but harder
than ever to REALLY CONNECT with it.

•

Well over 1,000,000 books are published worldwide every year.

•

A Google book search scanner digitizes 1,000 pages every hour.

•

Americans have access to:
1,000,000,000,000 web pages
65,000 iPhone apps
10,500 radio stations
5,500 magazines
200+ cable TV networks

•

There are 240,000,000 TVs in the U.S. – 2,000,000 are in bathrooms!

•

Print circulation: Newspaper circulation is down 7 million over the last 25 years.

•

Online readers: But in the last 5 years unique readers of online newspapers are up 30
million.

•

Traditional advertising is in a steep decline.
Down 18.7 percent for newspapers
Down 10.1 percent for TV
Down 11.7 percent for radio
Down 14.8 percent for magazines

•

Digital advertising is growing rapidly
Up 18.1% on smart phones
Up 9.2 % on web-based/computers
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•

More videos were uploaded to YouTube in 2 months than the news content aired by ABC,
NBC, and CBS since 1948.

•

The number of unique visitors that ABC, NBC and CBS websites get monthly collectively:
10 Million. These businesses have been around for a combined 200 years.

•

The number of unique visitors myspace.com, YouTube and Facebook get every month,
collectively: 250 Million. None of these sites existed 7 years ago.

•

Number of text messages does the average American teen send each month: 2,272

•

$3 Million: the amount Dell claims to have earned via Twitter posts since 2007.

•

The mobile device will be the world’s primary connection tool of the internet in 2020.

Numerous competing similar brands
There are other companies available to government and commercial decision makers. BUT NOT
with the detail, authority and user-friendly approach offered by Exostrategies.
Government (Federal and Military) and commercial decision makers are often confused as to
where to locate a single source for space infrastructure and intelligence operations and solution
options. Research shows that there are a myriad of options for decision makers when simply
asking the question, “I need to find an expert who knows the infrastructure and I can trust.”
Clearly, there is no leader in this fragmented market.
Example government and commercial interests primarily use:
Honeywell
NASA
Boeing
The Aerospace Corporation
IBM (Tool)
CISCO
TONEX
Raytheon

Harris,
SYCOR
MITRE
AGI
Booz Allen Hamilton
CH2M Hill
SAIC

Challenges to Overcome
There are three key elements that need to be addressed: information, choice and
transparency. These issues emerge as the largest challenges for Exostrategies in establishing
leadership in their field:
•

Limited decision-maker understanding in some cases of the critical role provided by
space and intelligence operations consultants.

•

Barriers to understanding product options to include industry jargon, lack of efficient
learning systems and an overabundance of poorly organized information.
A lack of community cohesiveness, a sense that there are divisions and/or a lack of
support for the community.

•
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•

A lack of focus on what makes Exostrategies special and unique.

•

Resources – both human and financial – are being spread too thin. There is a need to
more strategically coordinate efforts and to build “critical mass” with offerings and
activities.

•

There is no coordinated effort to tell people what the company has to offer.

Identified Target Market (key audiences for outreach)
Space systems/Intel architectural decision-makers
Honeywell
United States Air Force
Other federal agencies (DIA, SAC, Space contractors)
DoDAF players
Space Control Launch organizations
Investors and entrepreneurs (existing and new)
Families
Employees
Consumers
A service to educate and distribute the branding components must be identified to ensure
appropriate delivery and cultural movement to Exostrategies. However, a key condition that
will impact brand implementation is cost -- usage for customers will not be free.
In addition, trademarking the brand and selling appropriate products can generate revenues.

Brand and Tagline Development
The development of Exostrategies as a brand and a (yet to be determined) new tagline to
accompany the brand will define precisely how the company will portray itself to target
markets. (See Part 3- 4 for details.)
The American Marketing Association defines brand as a “Name, term, design, symbol or any
other feature” that identifies one seller’s goods or services as distinct from those of other sellers.
A discussion about the “symbol” follows later in this plan.
To guide the brand development, Perini & Associates developed consensus around the
following brand guidelines:
Brand Mission/Vision:
To exemplify what is authentic about Exostrategies by telling the company story and
increase awareness about its products and services.
Brand Approach:
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Goal: To establish Exostrategies as the central clearinghouse hub for solutions in the
space/intelligence infrastructure delivery by creating a central sense of “place” for
government and commercial decision-makers among other key audiences, with
consistent branding so people know that they “have arrived.” In other words, a onestop location for space/intelligence issues.
Next Step: Review current company logo and develop an appropriate tagline to use
for a call-to-action strategy that encompasses local, state, regional, national and
international levels.
In addition to the development of the primary brand, supporting graphic elements need to be
created for use in advertising, marketing and collateral pieces. Each of these elements allows
for a unique use and “tone” to the brand messaging.
As part of the marketing situational analysis Part 3 will describe implementation actions in the
following categories:


Marketing and Advertising: Strategies to tell the Exostrategies story via consistent and
creative communications utilizing the most effective tools.



Events: Opportunities to use events and event marketing to introduce space/intelligence
decision-makers to the company and give them new reasons to return and use products
and services.



Placemaking: Enhancements to the public realm that create a stronger sense of “place”
and help space/intelligence professionals navigate the community and more easily access
amenities. Social media and mobile tools will be key components.



Economic Development: Tools to encourage the growth or creation of business
opportunities for investors and users of Exostrategies products and services.

Exostrategies has had a good reputation for providing infrastructure solutions, however they
are often found by circumstance and not by having a cohesive brand.
Timely rollout of the brand is critical to allow it to gain enough traction to return investment and
be a viable entity. Again, the following sections of the plan will detail the approach.
Finally, there are a myriad of opportunities to “deploy” and champion the brand and they
must be implemented in a sustained manner to ensure successful relationship building occurs.
(See Part 3 - 5 for details.)
Summary
Implementing the Exostrategies Strategic Marketing Plan – 2012-2013 will require both human
and financial resources.
During the fact-gathering process, stakeholders clearly articulated that Exostrategies already
has the building blocks needed to raise its profile. This plan’s primary focus to raise the profile
of Exostrategies as a destination choice for space/intelligence operations information is to
effectively market and promote the company’s existing attributes in a cohesive and integrated
manner.
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Part 3: Marketing Strategy and Objectives

T

his plan presents a marketing strategy with evolving short-term, mid-term and long-term
foci intended to establish Exostrategies as the unique, recommended destination of choice
for space infrastructure and intelligence operations decision-makers and other target
groups.
The “hands-on” methodology used by Exostrategies to deliver products and services will
require marketing strategies that “drive” decision-makers to Exostrategies offices.
To be successful in marketing it is recommended Exostrategies focus PR/Marketing to these four
facets:
1. Exclusive – create amenities and privileges that are available to only this business.
2. Layered – current and potential customers need to see other marketing evidence of
this unique experience.
3. Integrated – Link the legacy and current on-site proven techniques to help the
company build on the brand.
4. Sustained – Continue and improve on to reinforce the “decision journey” of the
customer.
Key to the marketing strategy is that the Exostrategies leadership team be the “Keeper of the
Brand” with final decision-making authority on all recommendations made within the plan.
Suggested themes and messaging to support the guarantee stated in Part 2:
•
•
•
•

Our team of specialists (software) is licensed as required in order to practice.
The team is experienced and current on industry trends.
Our team is knowledgeable and continues to develop skills to meet customer needs.
We are approachable and translate technical issues into understandable terms.

As mentioned in Part 2, a tagline needs to be developed. The tagline or branding slogan is
typically used in marketing materials. However, this “Call to action” step for technical services
companies is not often included. If a new, distinctive tagline were chosen we would
recommend that the words reflect the products and services available.
The Exostrategies experience is about decision-makers taking charge of their own
circumstances to solve problems with accurate and easy to understand information.
Decision-makers are educated. They tend to start problem solving right away. A tagline must
motivate, set the tone and be consistently used in marketing efforts. The tagline also allows for
creative uses depending on the focus and/or target market of the campaign in development.
Sample taglines that should be validated by further study:

“Trusted Architects”
“Trusted Space and Intelligence
Architects”
“Start Here. End Here””
“Trusted Partners”
“Keeping Space Safe”
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Marketing Objectives*
Success will be measured by the usage of the brand and tracking results directly related to brand
implementation. Below are the market measures:
20% usage of the brand by target audiences by end of 2013
25% increase in sales over Fall 2012 by Fall 2014
35% increase in web visitors when compared to 2012
50% increase in brand awareness from October 2012 to October 2013
30% increase in partnership development by October 2013

* = Target goals can be increased if appropriate resourcing follows.
Financial Objectives
While company leadership can shepherd the initial process, successful implementation of the
Exostrategies Strategic Marketing Plan – 2012-2013 will likely require additional dedicated internal
staff and/or a paid outside public relations firm to assist with coordination of information and to be
a primary point of contact for things such as the website, social media, news media management,
special events, advertising efforts, etc.
The ultimate success of this plan requires appropriate resources. The company should invest
minimum 10- 20% of their resources into marketing both in time and budget.
Recommended financial initiatives should include:
Secure funding streams to enhance Exostrategies to “surge” as new business development
increases.
Explore additional resources for promotional videos, apps and other paid marketing tools and
services.
Examine use of sponsorship, fund raising and grant dollars as part of successful implementation of
this plan. Specific opportunities include:
•
•
•
•

Colorado and Federal grants
Foundations that support space operations/educational activities
Corporate underwriters
Business sponsors for packaged clusters and cross-promotions
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Part 4: Tactical Programs

I

n this section, the recommended programs, activities and tools are listed and are directly LINKED
from the marketing analysis and strategy presented in Part 1-3. Timetables are also presented in
this section.

TERMS OF REFERENCE: Tools, Programs and Products
Though communication today is more fragmented than anytime in the past there are methods to
navigate through the “slice and dice” approach for achieving convergence and providing
information to consumers, customers and other target audiences that will drive action to
understand, support and purchase.
Success in implementing marketing for Exostrategies = Simplicity and Reinforcement.
Company leadership expressed a desire to simplify messaging and communication efforts and to
be more thoughtful about how information about Exostrategies was conveyed. The following
actions help to tell the Exostrategies story via consistent and creative communications using the
most effective tools. This plan recommends that all these avenues be integrated for the best option
for success. Explanations are provided only for tools that might be new to Exostrategies leadership.
• Participation at select trade shows
• Produce videos with soliciting options (100% review)
• Speaking and/or participation at identified seminars
• Host special events. Details below
• Attendance at select conferences (For example: Ground System Architectures Workshop.)
• Story placement services. The art of “telling the story” in today’s electronic world of media
sources to drive awareness and search engine optimization. Ready examples include: New
product rollouts, new Exostrategies partners, updates to PIVOT and other tools. Also, op ed
pieces relating to industry issues.
• Social media tools (some listed below) will be used to extend the reach of Exostrategies
marketing efforts. In the short-term, leadership will manage an effective social media campaign
for Exostrategies with an outside public relations firm that understands the medium well and can
provide creative insight on its use. (See Social Media Chart)

o

Facebook: For now, a volunteer or organization will be solicited to administer
the site so that “fans” can participate in creating a conversation about
Exostrategies, and in informing, educating and sharing information about the
company. The goal is to make it a go-to site for people looking for
information on events and the latest news and stories about the company.
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o

The “badge”: In online marketing the “badge” is a widget of some sore that
allows people to “like” your business without having to leave your blog or
website. There are various types to include the “Page Badge” “Like Box” and
“Profile Badge”

o

Twitter: Recommend a volunteer or organization be solicited to use short
140-character timely updates that are directed to other Twitter subscriber’s
accounts (or cell phones!) in the form of a “tweet.” Tweets are currently
being used and should continue with updates on Exostrategies issues, to
inform decision-makers about upcoming events or business promotions, or to
provide interesting information about the company.

o

Pinterest: Pinterest is a Virtual Pinboard. Pinterest lets you organize and share
all the “beautiful” things you find on the web. People use pinboards to plan
their weddings, decorate their homes, and organize their favorite recipes.
Best of all, you can browse pinboards created by other people. Browsing
pinboards is a fun way to discover new things and get inspiration from
people who share your interests. In Exostrategies case we would
recommend that you share your inspirations for modeling and simulation.
You can reference your work to share with your team across the country.

• Designing a video game with a “hero” concept to motivate and inspire the 18-34 age
group to seek additional information.
• Submit award nominations. Example: Annual AFA, NDIA and AFSPC award.
• Blog. Increase content by 25% through to increase awareness, build web traffic and “fans”
over time.
• App. Develop an App as it makes sense.
• Search box. Continue development to work with new versions of software across popular
platforms, i.e. PC and Apple.
• Testimonials. Use avid supporters with quotes on the website an embedded in other
products. Today, it is all about getting a positive recommendation.
• Website. The site should continue to be an amenity for clients, potential customers and
other target audiences. It should be a one-stop, “the resource” place for all critical information
about the company and the industry.
Fresh marketing materials that support the new brand and marketing message will be developed
with a “call to action” for each of the target markets in mind.
Design and content of these marketing materials reflects the guidelines outlined in this plan as well
as using Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) and the International Association of Accredited
Communicators (IABC) standards and practices.
Caution: Business development must be in sync with the Brand!
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Promotion will consist of four major areas – advertising, sales promotion, public relations and
personal selling. Each area supports the other for an integrated approach to marketing the
community.
The following chart integrates the required tools and recommended percentages applied across
all four areas.

Method

Timetable

Rationale

Print/Photos

Short-term

Awareness

Billboards

Long-term

Inquires/image building

Video + TV

Short/Long-term

Radio

%

Analysis

20

Yes

5

Yes

Encourage branding trial

15

Yes

Short/Long-term

Traffic/support

10

Yes

Social Media/Internet

Short/Long-term

Awareness/encourage

15

Yes

Signage

Long-term

Traffic

5

Yes

Events

Short/Long-term

Relationships

30

Yes

Advertising – To build general awareness/inquiries/traffic, encourage brand usage, shift awareness
(e.g., change attitude); support other marketing decisions (e.g., events and placemaking), general
image building, etc.
Sales Promotion – e.g., build inquires, increases traffic and supports other promotions. Timetable:
On-going
Public Relations - e.g., build general awareness/inquiries/traffic, encourage branding trial, shift
awareness (e.g., change attitude), respond to negative news/perception, image building and
prepare markets for future activity.
Methods: Communicate messages via television spots, Internet banner ads, roadside billboards,
direct mail, etc.), sales promotion type (e.g., coupons, demonstrations, etc.), selling type (e.g.,
sales force, call center), pr type (e.g., press release, pitch to magazines, etc.)
The following initiatives provide opportunities to use events and event marketing to introduce
decision makers and industry leaders to the company and give them consistently new reasons
to return and explore. Initiatives include:
A signature event.
With the emergence of new methods to educate space and intel leaders to their
operational “health” an event that is “owned” by Exostrategies as the “place” to go to
would be useful to plan and execute.
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Leverage existing events.
Where opportunities present, being the key sponsor or one of several would offer venues to
build awareness, traffic and relationships. Ideally, these would be in the target audience.
For example a space and/or educational conference sponsorships come to mind.
Market to Existing Clients: Current users of Exostrategies products stay relatively busy yearround and are meeting with hundreds of people from around the state and across the
country. Some travel to Colorado from time-to-time. Find colorful ways to market to these
individuals directly, advertising other shopping, dining, event and special opportunities
available to them while in town.
Membership in organizations. There is synergy that comes from being involved with
creative, dedicated people on a professional level. See chart for suggested organizations.
Personal Selling - e.g., build general awareness/inquiries/traffic, encourage branding trial, shift
awareness (e.g., change attitude), image building, develop relationships (markets) for future
activity. Company leadership needs to be seen and heard.

The Implementation
The Exostrategies Strategic Marketing Plan provides recommendations that can be implemented
immediately, as well as those that will take longer to develop and cultivate. Some
recommendations can be done with little to no resources while others will require significant
investment.
The following implementation matrix provides guidance on implementation recommendations
addressing the OVERALL company public relations and marketing program.
Short-term (S) = 0-90 DAYS
Mid-term (M) = 90-120 DAYS
Long-term (L) = 12O DAYS
Sustain (SU) = CONTINUOUS
MARKETING PROJECT TRACKING CHART:
S1
Marketing Plan Rollout: A strategy to rollout the new
Exostrategies brand and this plan is the first step in
successful implementation. The rollout should include:
 Meetings with key Exostrategies leaders and advisors.
 A community meeting or event to introduce current
clients and future customers and other target
audiences to Exostrategies
S2
Develop marketing materials (Cut sheets, graphic
materials, etc.) to include a boilerplate statement for use
by employees
S3
Develop strategy to launch new products
S4
Write a business plan with a vision statement that reflects
your path for the future
S5
Launch social media tools/campaigns
S6/SU
Marketing/Advertising: Invest in professional products for
marketing campaign to include a potential “refresh” for
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S7/SU

S8/SU
S9/SU
S10/SU
S11
S12
S13
S14/SU
S15
S16/SU
S17
S18
S19
S20

S21
S22
S23

S23

M1

M2/SU
M3
M4
M5/SU

M6

the company logo
Create industry advisory group to solicit ideas and
potential leads for new products relating
space/intelligence infrastructure
Business signage inside and outdoors
Use Story placement services to announce all new
products and services
Call Plan: Develop current list of potential customers and
come up with a “hit list” of likely contacts.
Start Blog updates weekly
Past Performance: Keep track for references and bids
Seek Testimonials and use immediately

EXOSTRATEGIES

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

Decide on a marketing budget
Pick a tagline
Update the Website
Build a facebook page
Design and publish a company brochure
Generic Ad
Join the following organizations/associations:
 Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce
 Colorado Association for Manufacturing and
Technology (CAMT)
 Colorado Space Coalition
 National Defense Industrial Association
 Space Foundation (Company)

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

Conduct a training session on handling potential
customer engagements
Write and print a company Capabilities statement for
doing business with the government
Develop an employee communications program to
include booklet on polices and procedures and “1-V-1”
meetings and socials and retreats.
Develop a plan to move the products into government,
federal and state, agencies. (1-2 year initiative)

EXOSTRATEGIES

Complete a calendar of “must do” seminars,
conferences and trade shows.

EXOSTRATEGIES

Initiate awards program and prepare nominations
Research new Apps and deploy
Graphics Management: Build a graphics library and
tracking system for rapid use
Assess Website to remain user-friendly and state-of-the-art
with tech advances.

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

Conduct a reveal function; a “Service Launch” event to
communicate to the public your initiatives that are
enhancing space architecture

EXOSTRATEGIES
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M7
M8

Update business cards
Collaborate with community-wide event organizers and
other businesses when value-added
Build company display and attend industry symposiums
Create customer appreciation/loyalty program
Develop company sponsorship game plan
Develop an electronic database of vendors, target
audiences and partner community agencies
Detail a list of potential government, federal and state
agencies to visit and discuss products and services. Set a
trip schedule.

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

L2

Review annually social media tools. Assess results and
change out as required.

EXOSTRATEGIES

L3
L4

Develop of an educational video game
Assess Search box and update

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

L5
L6
L7
L8

YouTube topical videos
Build a crisis communications tool kit
Start a diversity program
Lead a team of cross industry experts (federal and
commercial) with the goal of removing unnecessary
barriers and acquisition policies to encourage greater use
of commercial standards

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

M9
M10/SU
M11
M12
L1/SU

EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES
EXOSTRATEGIES

Target Markets*
The following target markets are listed again and are the focus for the tactical programs.
Space systems/Intel architectural decision-makers
Honeywell
United States Air Force
Other federal agencies (DIA, SAC, Space contractors)
DoDAF players
Space Control Launch organizations
Investors and entrepreneurs (existing and new)
Employees and Families
Consumers
•

The use of “community” refers to the target markets listed above.

Space systems/Intel architectural decision-makers
To attract this group for professional purposes. Space professionals held about 81,000 jobs in 2010,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012.
Employment of aerospace engineers is expected to grow 5 percent from 2010 to 2020, slower than
the average for all occupations. Some aerospace engineers work on projects that are related to
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national defense and thus require security clearances. These restrictions will help to keep jobs in the
United States.
Clearly, there are a significant number of potential decision-makers that could use Exostrategies
products and services. Furthermore, as an increasing number of space engineers from the babyboom generation reach retirement age, many of them will in fact retire. Therefore, Exostrategies
needs to inform and attract younger engineers who will eventually take over the decision making
process from the retiring workers. With continuing support to existing customers necessary, this
development is a key market indicator towards which Exostrategies should focus.
Exostrategies needs to find federal and commercial organizations to market their products and
services to. Currently, there is no business development consultant or employee at Exostrategies.
Other incentives to bring space/intel professionals to Exostrategies should be considered, for
example, a “30-day free trial” of products and services. Value-added services are the norm across
most disciplines to spark interest and contracts.
Honeywell
Honeywell is a Fortune 100 company that invents and manufactures technologies to address tough
challenges linked to global macro trends such as safety, security, and energy. This company has
an unrelenting focus on quality, delivery, value, and technology in everything they make and do.
Currently, Honeywell and Exostrategies have had a long-standing relationship. All indications are
that both organizations believe the partnering has been beneficial. However, to ensure that the
collaboration is not taken for granted sustained marketing must continue to be a priority.
United States Air Force
Exostrategies provides guidance and product service to Headquarters, United States Air Force
Space Command. Although tied to Honeywell, there is evidence that Air Force employees know
the value of Exostrategies by their positive comments and continuing growth for requests for
support. Air Force operations are global. Exostrategies needs to remain positioned to listen carefully
and provide solutions that best meet their needs to safeguard our skies. Focus on safety, reliability,
efficiency and cost effective products and services is paramount.
Other federal agencies (DIA, SAC, Space contractors, etc.)
To support and strengthen existing business and create a compelling case for new customers to
open their doors to Exostrategies. Improving the company brand will position the company and
bringing more businesses to Exostrategies. This, as has already been stated, means making a
concerted marketing effort directed towards federal and commercial entities that may consider
Exostrategies as a place to conduct business. Federal and commercial agencies that have a
history in the space/intel infrastructure industry should be researched with the top 5 candidates
approached during 2013.
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DoDAF players
To build understanding and support. Work needs to continue with these key players to build a
contact list for potential new business. Strategy would start with building a list and then contacting
all organizations where Exostrategies believes that a partnership might be considered.
Recommend the approach be:
Colorado
Western Region
East Coast
National
International
A realistic timetable would be 1-3 years based on resourcing and future forecasted for company
growth.

Space Control Launch Organizations
To inform, create understanding and drive business. Relationships need to be built to showcase
Exostrategies’ talent to develop in the space environment. The broad expertise that is in-house in
the fields of space operations would be value-added to this target audience. See list of tools,
programs and products to deploy to build understanding and support.
Employees and Families
To inform the staff and families that Exostrategies has the products and services necessary for
sustainability even within a weak economic base. Work needs to continue to inform employees
and families as in the end, this group is the best “Ambassadors” for the company. Also, by keeping
this group current on company actions, loyalty will be enhanced as employees will likely not seek
other job opportunities if they believe that their future is secure. Also, most 18-34 year olds use social
media so an effort needs to be taken via Facebook and other social media outlets to have the
employees and families become “fans”. This effort will result in additionally branding to the public
at a 1 to 4 percentage.
Investors and Entrepreneurs (Existing and New): To support and strengthen existing businesses and
create a compelling case for new investors/entrepreneurs to open their doors to Exostrategies.
Improving the financial position of the company and bringing more businesses to Exostrategies
means making a concerted marketing effort directed towards investors and entrepreneurs who
may consider Exostrategies as a place to invest in a growing business that has a “niche” product
and service. Investment firms that have history in the space industry should be researched with the
top 5 candidates approached during 2013. Example: Near Earth, LLC. (www.nearearthllc.com)
Consumers: To unify and build community in a way that engages consumers and encourages them
to use Exostrategies in their selection and personal educational process. A “Become a Space Bird”
initiative that matches consumers with Exostrategies professionals has the potential of a good
pipeline for future interns and employees. A symbiotic relationship will occur, as one group will need
the other over time to exist. Scholarships and sponsorships need to be considered and budgeted
for as well.
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Tactics and marketing materials for each of the target audiences to consider are below. Please
see specific social media chart for additional activities:

App (AP)
Awards (AW)
Blog (BL)
Conferences (CO)
Events (E)
Search box (SE)
Social media tools (SO)

TARGET Mkt
SIAD
Honeywell
USAF
Federal
DoDAF
SCL
Investors
Employees
Families
Consumers

AP

AW

X

BL
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

CO
X-4
X
X
X
X
X

Speeches (SP)
Story placement (ST)
Testimonials (TE)
Trade shows (TR)
Videos (VI)
Video game (VG)
Website (WE)

SE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

SO
X

X
X

SP-E
X-4
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

ST
X
X
X
X
X
X

TE
X
X
X
X

TR
X-3
X

VG

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

VI
X

X

X

X

WE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The following social media chart segments target audiences or “community”, best tools for
reaching and timelines for deploying content:
TARGET MARKET:
Space systems/Intel
architectural decisionmakers

United States Air Force

Other federal
agencies (DIA, SAC,

INFORMATION TO INCLUDE:
 Facebook: To serve as an online community
for the community to share information with
consumers and for space/intel professionals
to share information with each other.
 The Badge: Capability to “like” the page
and content
 Twitter: To allow Exostrategies to send
updates to subscribers, i.e., news alerts and
updates on everything from important
infrastructure issues to just-announced
events and products.
 YouTube: Upload videos relating to
space/intel infrastructure.
 Facebook
 The Badge
 Twitter
 YouTube
 Facebook
 The Badge
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TIMELINE:
Weekly



Monthly



Monthly
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Space contractors)
Investors and
entrepreneurs (existing
and new)

Employees and
Families

Consumers



















Twitter
YouTube
Facebook
The Badge
Twitter
YouTube
Pinterest: To showcase new things, events
and ideas in a visual way to get inspiration.
Facebook
The Badge
Twitter
YouTube
Pinterest
Facebook
The Badge
Twitter
YouTube
Pinterest
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Quarterly



Bi-weekly



Bi-weekly
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Part 5: Businesses to Benchmark

A

fter a review of other space-related companies we selected the “best of breed” to
benchmark in marketing; Exostrategies to work towards integrating ideas over the next 12-24
months.

Aerospace//www.aerospace.org
Agi//www.agi.com
Boeing//www.boeing.com
DRS Technologies//www.drs.com
Harris//www.harris.com
Jet Propulsion Lab, California Institute of Technology (NASA)//www.jpl.nasa.gov
Kaney Aerospace//www.kaneyaerospace.com
NASA//www.nasa.gov
Raytheon//www.raytheon.com
Systemic//ww.oklo.org
Tonex//www.tonex.com

Below is a list of 10 potential components (features, activities and programs) that should be
considered if Exostrategies is to enhance the brand and position as a leader in the space industry.
Successful aerospace businesses have integrated many of these aspects into their business.
1. Building specialist-customer relationships
2. Build green products and services for clients
3. Special value packages
4. Hire skilled and friendly staff
5. Provide customer testimonials
6. Loyalty Program
7. Refreshments
8. Online training
9. Onsite education
10. Online video
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Part 6: Budgets

I

mplementing the brand across all targeted sectors will require resourcing. Current analysis
indicates that in the short term, roll out costs, direct and indirect, should be planned for at least a
year. This plan recommends a budget that reflects the business. View the marketing budget as
an investment in the company’s future.

10% to 20% of operating resources should be used for PR/marketing purposes. This range is the
industry standard for new businesses (1-3 years) that invest in PR and marketing practices to drive
business success. Use of membership organizations, traditional and new social media venues are
required to sustain and generate new customers. The recommended mixture for Exostrategies is:
Category

Timetable

Rationale

%

Advertising

S/M/L

Encourage Brand Use

25

Sales Promotion

S/M/L

Inquiries/Traffic

30

Public Relations

S/M/L

Change attitude/build image

25

Personal Selling

S/M/L

Relationships

20

A list of recommended financial initiatives is provided in Part 3 and should be reviewed for
implementation.

Performance Analysis
Performance metrics are included in Part 3.
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Part 7: Additional Considerations
Potential situations that may affect the plan.
Internal Factors: This plan could be affected by loss of funding sources, loss of key personnel.
Current plan is linked to success to other products that may not reach their goals and not achieving
buy in from all sectors of the company.
External Factors: Communities reacting to this plan, legal issues, economic environment and
concerns from citizen groups could impact implementation and timelines.
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Appendices
1. Background Information About Exostrategies
History (2006-2010)
2006



Founded as Heimerdinger Engineering Services.
First contract through Valador in support of NASA’s Program Analysis and
Evaluation Division

2007
 Founded by Daniel Heimerdinger, Ph.D. and Evelyn Vance, Ph.D.
 Contract with Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport, Wallops Island, VA.
 Commenced the development of ExoScheduler, a tool for
modeling the cost and operational effectiveness of satellite telemetry, tracking,
and commanding networks
2008




2009




2010


First contract in support of NOAA’s Environmental Satellite and Data
Information Service
Contract in support of the US Geological Service EROS Data Center
Release of Exostrategies’ International Space Station Virtual Environment at
the National Space Symposium
First contract in support of the Department of Energy’s Chief Financial Officer

First license of the ExoScheduler tool to NESDIS
Contract with NASA’s Johnson Spaceflight Center in support of Space Station
Safety and Mission Assurance
Contract in support of the Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy
First contract in support of the Air Force Satellite Control Network

Rebranded ExoScheduler to SONIC (Satellite Operations Network
Infrastructure and Costing toolkit) expanded to include integrated cost
estimating relationships for satellite network DDT&E, operations, sustainment,
and WAN costs.

Location
760 Majestic Parkway Woodland Park CO 80863
Office: (719) 649-4414 Fax: (719) 213-2891
Our Customers
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Exostrategies primarily serves the federal sector with emphases on space systems,
infrastructures, and safety. Principally a defense contractor, we have also
performed services for the following civil agencies:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOAA Satellite and Information Service
US Geological Survey
Department of Energy
Our Partners
We have strategic partnerships that enhance our access to key expertise and to:
Develop innovative collaborative investments
Provide access to capital markets
Enable reach back to subject matter expert
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Appendices
2. Contacts
Dan Heimerginger, President & CEO, Exostrategies
Roger Davey, Chief Financial Officer, Exostrategies
Shawn Hosp, VP Software Development, Exostrategies
Chris Enger, VP C4ISR and Operations, Exostrategies
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